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01. Who knows?  

 

Who knows today may be last day of life 

So hug with love and emotion your wife 

Give her a long lovely kiss 

Tomorrow you may miss 

Smile looking to the shopkeeper  

He is also your long time neighbour  

You may miss his shop's rice forever 

Say hello how are you to the leg puller 

Throughout the life he will remember  

Today is the best day to look at the world 

See the Sunrise and Sunset keep nothing untold. 

 

02. Autumn  

 

The irritating summer has gone 

With flowers autumn has come 

Neither hot nor cold temperature  

Very good for travel departure  

Autumn is the festival season  

To become joyful lot of reason 

Everywhere flowers are in bloom  

In the clear sky enjoy the full moon 

Honey bee fly from flower to flower 

The birds sing siting on electric tower  

When Sun rays fall on morning dew 

We can see in world heavenly view. 

 

 

 

 



3.Mobile 

In the lust for fast and high lifestyle  

I made many relationships fragile  

Some friends became hostile 

Some shed tears like crocodile  

But I had no time to wait for a while  

I have to make for me a big profile  

When I got it I have only one friend mobile. 

 

4.Indian economy 

Gambling of monsoon was Indian economy  

With hindu rate of growth there was monotony  

Industrialisation has now changed anatomy  

With low crude oil price there was harmony  

Indian economy played symphony  

The rising dollar now took hegemony  

High crude price did Indian economy vasectomy  

Govt has to do oil based economy hysterectomy.  

 

5.Who will bell the cat 

Who will bell the cat 

It is already too fat 

Me too me too will be cry 

The cat will jump and fly 

Majority will remain shy 

Few will make it hot fry 

Some will be stand by  

Finally me too will be dry 

The cat will do business as usual  

Many a times it will be cruel 

Media will get again fuel. 

 



6.Had it been Mahabharata time 

 

Had it been Mahabharata time  

Meet too campaign super fine 

Against Krishna highest disclose  

Arjun also liked to taste glucose  

Bhishma would have become mad 

Drupadi would also be very sad 

Thanks to God Twitter not allowed  

Embarrassment Krishna did not swallowed . 

 

7.Talk like a child 

When we became sixty plus 

Loneliness we realise  

Childhood was full of friends  

During youth it reduced  

Married life busy with children  

Sweet heart is now only companion  

Life begins at sixty it is true 

But you have to differently brew  

Look for the old forgotten friends 

Loneliness will not remain  

Like child talk to unknown without hesitation  

Life will give new satisfaction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



8.The night 

 

Night is not for darkness alone  

Many story it has to unfold and clone  

Though night brings nightmare 

It is the time to forget your chair  

For our sleep night always care 

For the thief and rowdy night is fair  

For everyone silvery moon light is there 

The fragrance of night jasmine in air  

When the night is gone it will fall like hair  

Without night no existence of beautiful day 

To bring day the night departs with sun ray. 

 

9.Dussera wish 

Ravana was a wise king with high ego  

All his good qualities under shadow  

Ego was a reason for Mahabharata war 

So was also with modern time Hitler  

Ego leads to destruction of family 

Throwing ego it could have been avoided easily  

Ego separates many best friends 

To our beautiful life ego make bends  

Do not misunderstood ego as self esteem  

Otherwise your life's light will be dim  

Throw away your ego this Dussera  

In life sun will rise with new Savera. 

 

 

 

 

 



10.Night blooming jasmine  

 

Night jasmine tell autumn has come 

Everyone wil play festivity drum 

The white flower with yellow stick  

Mid night it blooms to its peak  

Life is only for one night 

Yet reaches life's full height  

Fragrance is mind blowing  

Beautiful to see it's glowing  

In the morning it will fall on ground 

Some ones neck the Garland will crown. 

 

11.Jelebi Management  

 

Bends and bends and bends 

Prepared only by expert hands 

HR knows Jelebi management well 

When poured on sugar juice it swell  

Some crispy jelebi are deep fried  

Softness of some can also be tried 

Diabetes always look them as retired  

For over eating young one can be fired 

For jelebi management consultant is hired 

They will give better jelebi that is wired  

After eating hot jelebi  no one ever cried. 

 

 

 

 



12.Travel without Visa  

Without Passport  and Visa I want to fly 

Above the blue mountains in the sky  

Only option to become a Siberian crane  

No need of simulator and cockpit to train  

I can enjoy flying even in monsoon rain 

Immigration stamping nothing required  

I can fly as long as I do not become tired 

Kaziranga Chilka Bharatpur and many more 

Above China to Russia never I will be bore  

I maynot be like supremeanimal called man 

But after death I will go to same heaven. 

 

13.Better player 

 

In PSU promotion is elixir  

With policy no one familiar  

Management say everything fair  

Deprived one say management lier  

Normal and fast the two tier  

Fast people think they are rare  

They are also frequent flyer  

Outside the organisation nobody care 

In society Hima Das better player. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



14.Money 

 

Money money it is best honey  

Without it stops life's journey  

Life is a difficult long tourney  

Every steps lot of beautiful horny 

Life is really very very funny  

When young money is sunny  

Growing old we become canny 

No money in hand you are Danny.  

 

15.Beautiful world 

The world is so beautiful  

Human species is wonderful  

Mountain sea islands bountiful  

Sun moon stars very delightful  

For earth no creation is harmful  

The animal kingdom so joyful  

In life always remain cheerful  

In corporate world be careful 

Man only make world painful.  

 

16.Hot bed of agitation 

Assam is the hot bed of agitation 

That is why Assam now in fragmentation  

Doing agitation here big satisfaction 

For bandh no need of any justification  

Economy stagnant and no up gradation  

Every field there is only degradation  

People never follow rule regulation 

For leaders agitation gives remuneration 

So in agitation lot of diversification.  



 

17.IK IK syndrome  

 

I know I know syndrome is dangerous  

For top management disease serious  

People think IK IK is very luxurious  

I know I know is mind's deadly virus  

If infected you will never become Cyrus  

Everyone will think you are hilarious  

Throw away IK IK you will be knowlegeous. 

 

18.Black box  

 

Within the brick walls  

Don't make life a black box 

Nobody knows what is inside  

No one allowed to peep inside  

Don't cage the spirit in pride and ego 

Life is not a black box 

To be opened after the crash  

To be searched to know history  

Break the walls open the door  

Let people see your smile  

Play 'antakshri' with unknown friend  

Seeing your smile listening voice  

People will come with happiness  

Friends will bring basket of joy 

Make life open large and wide 

Loneliness and depression can't hide. 

 

 

 



19.We the Indian  

 

One Indian equivalent to ten Chinese  

Ten Indians less than one Chinese  

We will divide us North and South  

We will divide us Assamese Bengali Bihari  

We will divide us Hindu Muslim Christian  

We will divide us ST SC OBC and more  

No Indian value in our core  

Never we will work as one Indian team 

Will be busy to extract our own cream  

India's prosperity is not our dream 

We will quarrel who perform more  

How to fill own belly and store 

We are master in the ring  

In the tug of wire for petty thing  

The Chinese team proved we are the king. 

 

20.Modi  

Modi is not selfish  

Because he never eat fish 

He has little ego  

Because left home long ago 

He can take things easily  

Because he has no family 

Modi can remain shy  

Because he has no wife to reply  

Modi can work twenty hours a day 

To stop him no one in home to say  

Modi need not do corruption  

He has no children's botheration  

Modi is a better PM 

Because he proved he was good CM. 



 

21.PSU world 

People are divided in many lobby  

Leg pulling some people's hobby 

North Indian, South Indian, ....Bengali 

Everyone play their own Holi 

In promotion lobby matter 

Unless the boss is very fair  

Busy with calculating bonus incentive  

Otherwise meetings unproductive  

Everyone has false pride and ego  

In the society shorter than own shadow  

Toad in the little pond  

With people little bond 

Apple polish order of the day  

New ideas never see ray 

PSU world is very funny  

Yet it is very sweet honey. 

 

22.Clean bowled IOCian 

I am IOCian clean bowled  

But in life I have not slowed  

Looking ahead with open eye 

So beautiful the distant sky 

God has given eyes to look forward  

Eyes and mind are God's best reward  

He has not given any eye to look backward  

Looking back will push us downward  

Human instinct is to move upward  

In IOCL treasure of experience I discovered  

Sweet memories are always remembered 

Bad experiences long ago I discard  

As an IOCian everywhere I feel honoured.  



 

23.Heat exchanger  

Heat exchanger and dryer  

In refinery both are good player  

Shell and tube transfer heat  

Without it distillation retreat  

Air preheater maximize efficiency  

Plug the tube if there is defficiency  

Heat transfer will face insufficiency  

Exchangers are very robustly built  

Yet during operation it may tilt  

In life don't be like boiler  

Head will be always under fire  

Nobody will ever care  

Be an exchanger transfer love  

You will become lovable dove. 

 

24. Human spirit  

Fire can't burn  

Sea can't drown  

Hummer can't break  

Wind can't take  

Human spirit can survive all 

Civilizations stand up even after fall 

Pyramids were built in desert  

Space shuttle so smart  

Colony in Moon will be free from dart  

Very soon it is going to start  

Yet spirit can easily fart  

Loss of love badly hurt  

Lonely in the biggest mart 

Because spirit is life's part. 

 



25.Pump  

Suction and discharge, take and give 

Without pump we can not live 

The most important pump is inside body 

Never allow your heart to become rowdy  

Failure of crude pump stops refining  

Without heart brain lost power of defining  

For the most efficient pump we keep running 

If it stops people will carry our body for burning  

Maintain pump with proper tuning  

However heart dislike too much oiling  

Giving extra oil may even push boss to boiling. 

 

26.Corporate vision  

 

Every corporation has great vision  

Like God it is always illusion  

People have their own intuition  

Identifying goals everyone has confusion  

Many employees so stay in hibernation  

Top ones are busy with own fermentation  

Deprived are crying in dissatisfaction  

Opportunists are doing wealth accumulation  

Some people took voluntarily diversion  

Vision and self interest in conflict situation 

Visionary people will never get promotion 

Better always keep vision in suspension.  

 

 

 



27.Population explosion 

 

We are product or by product of sex 

Two adults try to make pleasure max 

Without any wish we appear like fax  

Cry loudly seeing the world's sharp axe 

Never had we asked our parents give us birth 

To loiter in a tiny small planet called earth 

For population explosion resources are dearth  

Big queue even to get a train's reserved berth  

How civilization will survive with increasing  population  

Every birth is increasing in in the world pollution  

Halting product or by product is the only solution. 

 

28.See the world through closed eyes  

 

Close your eyes and look at the world 

Many mystery of life will unfold  

Am I a mick coward or really bold 

Wood or rustic iron or pure gold 

Nobody has in front of me ever told 

Flattery only everybody had sold 

Take a deep breath ideas will be rolled  

Mind will  no longer remain cold 

Open your eyes a new world you will behold. 

 

 

 

 

 



29. Forty plus  

 

When time comes bitter guard become testy  

To eat rasgulla don't be very hasty  

Now you may be doing too much party 

Realisation about health will come at sixty 

Sugar and pressure will tell sweets are dirty 

Take care of health when you touch forty  

Labourers are sugar free though live in filthy  

Too much of comfort may make health nasty  

At sixty plus without health life is grotty. 

 

30. Pipeline  

 

Whether for water or oil pipeline is always there  

In refinery and petrochemicals pipeline is at glare  

To undermine the role of pipeline is not fair  

Chance of getting lime light by pipeline is rare 

When water flow stops in the morning time 

And you are stuck half bath under shower 

Think about the pipeline that carries water 

Arteries veins nerves are our body's pipeline  

Any one in trouble we can't smile and shine 

Big pipeline always remain buried under the earth  

That is why to appreciate their role we found dearth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



31. Courage and confidence  

Survival of the fittest law of nature  

You will perish if courage is not there  

Confidence is the first step for success  

The journey in world is not bed of roses  

With hard work only you can break stone 

In the difficult journey of life you are alone 

If you have courage and confidence to move 

Your survival you need not to prove 

One day you will reach the top of mountain  

Your success in life hundred percent certain.  

 

32. Life's measure  

 

Promotion is not life's measure  

Yet in corporation it is treasure  

Every employee has strong desire 

For promotion everybody under pressure 

Promotion gives heavenly pleasure  

Designations are organizational structure  

Don't revolve around searching life's future  

Measuring life with tiny scale is not fair 

After sixty everyone will get same chair. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



33. Statue of Unity  

India a wonderful country of diversity  

Patel was a true leader with dignity  

Taller than the statue of liberty  

Will statute of Patel bring real unity? 

Patel was called as the iron man  

In India he had millions of fan 

Yet for first position he never ran 

As leader he performed what he can 

Princely states had gone forever  

He was the uniting force please remember  

No statute can be taller than real Patel  

For real unity of India every citizen battle.  

 

34. Compressor  

Piston cylinder valve and pipe 

There is also one rotary type 

Air and gas under pressure only ripe 

Without compressor no instrumentation  

Operator will not get any indication  

LPG cylinders will not go to destination  

All vehicles stand on compressed air 

Even for cleaning compressor is there 

If we ignore compressor it is not fair  

Compressor may be junior to pump  

Yet whole refinery operation it can stump 

Production will be automatically dumped  

You can see how maintenance jumped. 

 

 

 



35. Change  

We always say change is the law of nature  

Yet many things will remain same in future 

Even now the speed of light remained same  

Since big bang even change could not tame  

The Sun rised in the East during Ramayana days  

In the morning the testy eggs cock never lays 

Relativity was same before Einstein told  

Many things the scientists only unfold  

Value of honesty truth love even today same 

For degradation of values change is not to blame 

Technology and  minds have only changed with time 

Like sun fundamental things are still very fine. 

 

36. You can't eat diamond and gold 

Even if you become a millionaire  

You can't eat silver diamond gold 

Your digestive system is not so bold  

At dinner the piece of roti you have to fold 

Your assets will appreciate can't be sold 

Winter will bring you the same cold  

Like any one many story will remain untold 

Keep your greed for money under hold  

A better life without much money you can mould 

Empower you mind and spirit, a new world will unfold. 

 

 

 



37. Legendary Myth 

My wife cut me to the size 

So I had given up all fight 

Like boss she is always right 

My pent is now very tight  

In the sun's shadow moon is also bright  

My confidential report wife will not write  

On incentives boss can only throw light  

Boss is always tall irrespective of height  

Boss and wife are the legendary myth.  

38. Apple polish 

The fruit vendor polishes his apple for better price  

The mill owner also polishes his basmati rice 

Apple polishing is neither crime nor vice 

For success it is the best bet in corporate dice 

In every opportunity tell boss, ’sir you are genius 

I have never seen anything of you minus' 

If you say spade a spade somebody may dislike 

Though corporation's mission, goal, objectives it may strike 

So listening to heart always prefer  

So saying no you should not defer  

Sharing knowledge and information always prefer  

Organization's mission goals motivating force  

Seniors experiences are guiding source  

Belief and ethics how can you divorce.  

 

 

 



39. Promotion  

 

The philosopher's stone called promotion 

It will cage all your positive emotion 

Good qualities in you will get demotion  

In life there will be no satisfaction  

Promotions are rat race in Corporation  

Do not make your large peg dilution  

For all problems promotion not solution  

Promotion gives status, power is illusion  

There is little increase in remuneration  

Once out of the circle you will feel no discrimination.  

 

40. Marketing 

Marketing always have the dream team  

Even is darkest night it is head light's beam  

The people are smart and smiling in nature 

Company's brand everywhere  they care 

The toughest fight they face in lubricant sale 

In front of IOCL marketing competitors are pale  

When car enters the depot for fuelling  

Then only IOCL's cash flow starts swelling  

Marketing is the toughest job in business chain  

Poor marketing means all productions will go to drain  

Marketing revolves around buyer seller bonding  

In energy sector Indian Oil has done best branding 

In oiling marketing is the master of the game 

If customer base shrinks company will give blame. 

 

 



41. When I behold a girl 

 

My heart jumps when I behold a girl  

In the desert of life they are real pearl  

The beauty is better than the Dal lake  

Beautiful costume every day they take 

Some beauty may be dull and fake 

Yet with most girls I love to cut cake 

Enjoy when my body beautiful girl rake  

But everything me too campaign shake  

Now afraid to go near password may hack  

Me too may put hard earned reputation at stake.  

 

42. Z-D Analysis  

 

For equipment we do zero defect analysis  

So that production never face any crisis 

But failed to induce people's symbiosis  

Zero defect necessary for better production  

Without symbiosis motivation in reduction  

TPM may increase productivity and efficiency  

Without human satisfaction there will be defficiency  

No human being is a machine without emotion  

Performance will decrease if he don't  get promotion 

In Corporation promotions give highest satifaction  

Z-D analysis and promotion policy should be in conjunction.  

 

 

 

 

 



43. Backbone of company 

Before the cock crow in the morning  

The man round about plant's surrounding  

A small drop of oil leakage is painful  

For reducing fuel oil loss he is dutiful  

When the sun rises in the sky for a new day  

Goodbye night shift, will come again he say 

The company achieved its production target  

But everyone in the head office will forget  

For poor performance in EPMS he has no regret 

He is proud to be backbone of the company 

With him, self-satisfaction always accompany. 

 

44. Pay master 

The young engineer is amazed  

Salary the finance manager paid 

So salute him as the pay master  

Finance manager has also no roster 

Breakdown occurred in the factory  

Working round the clock mandatory  

All technical people became perplexed  

Finance manager remained relaxed  

Casual workers did the cleaning  

Technicians engineers did all repairing  

Production again came to the stream 

The youngster knew who are in salary team. 

 

 

 

 



45. Firefly  

In the darkness of night  

Firefly shows the light  

Though little it is bright  

Light and darkness always fight  

Truth and honesty forever right 

If you can't be become moon  

Even then in life lot of room 

Become Firefly in the dark  

You will glow like a spark  

Someone will find the lost path  

You can sing loud at the time of bath. 

 

46. Why drive Bullock cart? 

If you are capable to fly F16 and Raffle  

Why remain satisfied with Bullock cart 

Jump to the runway and sit in the cockpit  

Do not listen to the day to day bullshit  

You know for higher achievement you are fit 

Throw away the regressive force called fear 

Take care of courage and confidence dear 

Success and sunshine is very near 

Forget about the comfort zone of life 

You know you have the cutting edge of Swiss knife.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



47. We are new breed of IOCan 

 

We are the new breed of IOCan 

Life is challenging yet full of fun 

In the darkest night we look for star 

When sun rises our milestone is not far 

Always hope for the best but prepared for worst 

In the hostile sea also our journey is not lost 

We are not with the minndset of being in an island  

We are tuned to live with the people of the mainland  

As IOCan we know we are part of the society  

We will contribute to the people with our own capacity. 

 

 

48. Society's poison  

Cast, creed and religion  

All are now society's poison  

They are only creating tension 

About Jihadi no need to mention  

In India too much of division  

The result is cast base reservation  

It creates too much dissatisfaction  

In the name of religion social pollution  

Politics, society took ugly direction  

For country, humanity no dedication  

Break the wall of caste-religion for solution. 

 

 

 

 

 



49. Human Mind 

Human mind is very fickle  

Under pressure it easily buckle  

But in worst condition it struggle  

It can cross dangerous jungle  

Even in worst journey it does not tumble  

Mind can overcome any strip of rumble  

It can withstand any type of trouble  

To have a beautiful strong mind be humble. 

 

50. Persistence and perseverance  

 

When we are at the rock bottom in life 

We can't go further down but only up  

Climb, climb and climb only upward  

In the darkest night look to the moon  

You will find the ray of light soon 

If you look to the mud you will lost path 

When you fall from the racing horse 

Don't wait just jump and ride again  

Fear will not be able to stop your journey  

When you cry seeing repeated failure  

Smile wiping your eyes looking to shadow  

With persistence and perseverance you will see rainbow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



51. Do good 

 

When you are sixty plus  

Your mind please flush  

Good memories do brush  

Bad incidents all crush  

For money never rush 

Hate anger always squash  

Greed you should mash  

Keep everyone's trust 

Don't allow health to rust  

Forget enemy of the past  

Doing good should be thrust. 

 

52. When shadow becomes taller  

 

When shadow become taller than height  

You have entered in the area of moonlight  

No more terrible hot summer to sweat  

With your sweet heart you can sing duet  

No cloud burst of tear from wife to see  

Wife allow you to roam with old monk free 

You can talk bullshit with your old friends  

No need to copycat the latest trends  

The moonlight will make your hair silvery  

No need to hide it from girlfriend cleverly  

Like night blooming jasmine you will fall  

Your shadow will no more remain tall. 

 

 

 

 

 



53. Career  

You have run very fast  

Never want to be the last 

Many roles you have to cast 

Big hurdles remain as past 

Your competitors bite dust  

Many friends gathered rust  

For coveted post you have lust 

Upon anyone you have no trust 

When you reached the high mast  

Time has already became past 

Then you realised life is very vast. 

 

54. Murphy's Law  

Things will go wrong if it has a chance  

That is why evils always give break dance 

Boss will see you when you are gossiping  

He will never see you when you are working  

With girlfriend wife will catch you easily  

Afterwards you can't lead life happily  

Good thing you have done nobody encourage  

Wrong rumour no one will ever discourage  

Bad religion wrong practice spread like wildfire  

Society will never try to resist it with warfare  

Murphy's Law is true in every walk of life 

Entropy of universe always tries to rise. 

 

 

 

 

 



55. Continuous transition  

No one can change your destiny and fate  

So on hard work and honesty you bet 

Devote time in acquiring knowledge and skill 

Toughest enemy in the world you can kill 

Never join the rat race call promotion  

Positive attitude is the best emotion  

Alexander Napoleon can't hold position  

Life is always under continuous transition  

What you have, from it derive satisfaction. 

56. Eat the cake 

You can't eat the cake and have it too  

But people are always inclined to do so 

In the process they missed life's rainbow 

When they become old repent in sorrow 

Today is the best time you may not see tomorrow  

To enjoy life if required you should borrow  

If you don't eat now you have to give it to sparrow  

If you only hold looking it your life's horizon will be narrow.  

 

57.Puja and Roja  

Food is more important than Puja  

Cloth and shelter necessary than Roja  

Religion is subordinate to basic need 

Love and peace more important seed  

Religion is for purification of mind 

If you follow religion be always kind 

Language is for communication and expression  

Not a thing for quarrelling and destruction  

Fusion of religion and language matter of time 

In the future the world will be free from religious crime. 



58. Harmony Reed 

Whoever is worried for religion cast creed 

Always remember they are poisonous breed 

Never give them in your society any feed  

They will saw hatred and violence seed 

For mankind they will never do good deed 

One world, one humanity is today's need 

Together let us play the harmony reed. 

 

59. Diwali  

 

The festival of light brings joy 

Enlighten people's hearts and minds  

Ram returns home killing Ravana  

People welcome their beloved prince  

He will take care of thorn as King  

The darkness will go away forever  

In the Kingdom Demon Ghosts will be rare  

Rule of law and natural justice will be there 

No one will face exploitation and injustice 

Ram spent fourteen years for natural justice  

The festival of light will bring to world peace. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



60. Indian Oil We the People  

Unity in diversity without any nativity  

People with highest order of integrity  

Rule here is discipline and punctuality  

That is why Indian Oil full of prosperity  

People will come and people will go  

They will only love but never become foe  

Lot of groups and lobbies like Brahmaputra tributaries  

Yet everyone is strengthening IOCL's boundaries  

The Sun never sets in Indian Oil Corporation 

Every moment people work for new innovation 

Products are as diverse as the people 

Indian Oil's anthem every employee jingle  

With glorious history IOCL will always twinkle.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


